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Happy New Year and welcome to the January 2023 
jobs report. There has been another decrease of over 
50 open positions this month, continuing the trend 
seen in the UK Games Industry and having the lowest 
number of open jobs since May 2021. There were more 
than 500 additional available positions in the UK 
Games industry this time last year.

In the wake of additional tech layoffs domestically 
and abroad, all signs point to the UK Games Industry 

restructuring after pandemic-fueled growth. Games 
Jobs Live was also highlighted in a BBC Article last 
month discussing the current state of recruitment in 
the domestic games industry.

If your organisation would like access to the full 
version of this report with detailed insights into the 
UK Games Industry job market, and the definitive 
statistics, please contact colin@gamesjobs.live
Gamesjobs.live
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TOP RECRUITERS

Most major hubs had a small reduction in roles, but some cities with a smaller games industry presence 
managed to increase the number of open positions.
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The number of Design roles decreased significantly, but the number 
of available jobs in Audio and Promotion increased.
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https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-scotland-business-63906654


One sector of the industry has 
increased its open positions 
significantly despite the overall 
decrease in opportunities. Two 
regions with smaller local games 
scenes managed to increase their 
open positions this month as most 
regions share the general decrease 
fairly evenly. 

A large AAA studio has reduced its 
available roles by over 60%, similar 
to what we have seen previously 
in other large studios. The number 
of open Junior roles also increased 
significantly.

In order to be able to afford 
to continue our work, the full 
Games Jobs Live report with all the 
specific numbers and trends is no 
longer available for free. If your 
organisation values our work and 
insight, and would like to receive 
that version, please reach out to
colin@gamesjobs.live
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Explore all the jobs from this report on our interactive Job Map, along with information 
about each UK region’s games industry, on our website: www.gamesjobs.live 

UPCOMING EVENTS
Remote Positions: late Feb / March TBC

North West: late Feb/March TBC
South East: late Feb/March TBC 

Studios interested in participating in any event should contact colin@gamesjobs.live

Please forward this report to anyone else that might appreciate it. 
They can sign up to receive them directly here: report.gamesjobs.live

For more info on the detailed report service, please visit www.gamesjobs.live/recruit 
or contact colin@gamesjobs.live
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Follow Games Jobs Live on 

If your organisation might be interested in making the production of 
these reports sustainable, and enable us to pull out deeper insights 
about the UK’s games industry, please contact colin@gamesjobs.live
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